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ABSTRACT
This study describes an EOF-based technique for statistical downscaling of high-spatial-resolution monthlymean precipitation from large-scale reanalysis circulation fields. The method is demonstrated and evaluated for
four widely separated locations: the southeastern United States, the upper Colorado River basin, China’s Jiangxi
Province, and central Europe. For each location, the EOF-based downscaling models successfully reproduce the
observed annual cycle while eliminating the biases seen in NCEP–NCAR reanalysis precipitation. They also
frequently reproduce the monthly precipitation anomalies with greater fidelity than is seen in the precipitation
field derived directly from reanalysis, and they outperform a suite of regional climate models over the two
U.S. locations. With the relatively high skill achieved over a range of climate regimes, this technique may be a
viable alternative to numerical downscaling of monthly-mean precipitation for many locations.

1. Introduction
Meteorological reanalyses have stimulated a great deal
of research across the atmospheric sciences and in other
fields since they were first developed in the mid-1990s.
The availability of these dynamically consistent, globally
and temporally continuous meteorological fields has been
particularly valuable for climate research because the
analyses are produced using the same forecast model and
data assimilation scheme throughout the entire reanalysis
period, providing datasets with a high level of consistency
across multiple decades. Among their other uses,
reanalysis products provide a standard against which
the complex coupled atmosphere–ocean general circulation models (AOGCMs) used for research into climate
change can be assessed. For studies of regional climate,
however, the use of both reanalyses and AOGCMs poses
two major challenges: their resolution is relatively coarse
(on the order of hundreds of kilometers) and they have
significant biases in precipitation.
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Empirical downscaling is one commonly used approach for overcoming these difficulties. In a typical application, one identifies a statistical relationship between
fields that are believed to be represented well by reanalysis and observed values of the local variable of interest
and then uses this relationship to provide an improved
prediction of the local variable at other times. Benestad
et al. (2008) provide a detailed overview of empirical
downscaling, which encompasses linear statistical techniques, neural nets, and other analog methods. Empirical
downscaling requires relatively modest computing resources, and, in many cases, the predictions are very
skillful. The approach is not without its downsides:
models must be developed and validated for each location of interest; it assumes a stationary relationship between the predictor and predictand variables, which
may not be a valid assumption in certain circumstances
(e.g., climate change); some locations may not have
observations with sufficient spatial and temporal coverage to train the model effectively; and the predictor
fields may themselves have biases.
An increasingly popular alternative to empirical methods
is numerical downscaling, whereby a mesoscale weather
forecasting model or dedicated regional climate model
(RCM) covering a limited domain is forced by large-scale
fields from reanalysis or a global climate model. This approach is attractive because it uses model physics rather
than statistical relationships to obtain what should be
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a physically consistent suite of high-resolution output
fields, the resolution of which is not limited by the availability of observations. Dynamical downscaling has been
used in many regional climate modeling efforts and can
play an especially valuable role in process studies. There
are, however, serious drawbacks to the approach. Dynamical downscaling is computationally expensive relative
to statistical downscaling, requiring orders-of-magnitudegreater computational resources that increase by at least
a factor of 8 with each doubling of horizontal resolution.
Because of this, numerical downscaling efforts are often
limited in the number or length of model integrations that
can be performed, sometimes relying on a single RCM
integration forced by a single AOGCM integration. Furthermore, if the forcing fields generated by the GCM have
biases, the mesoscale model or RCM will inherit these
biases. The regional model itself also has biases, such as
those associated with precipitation parameterizations, that
are not resolved by integrating at finer spatial resolution.
Also, it is often unclear whether an RCM, tuned to produce skillful short-term forecasts on the basis of forcings
from a particular global weather model, should be expected to perform reliably under the significantly different
conditions of various scenarios of climate change, which
are often the focus of numerical downscaling studies. Last,
even if downscaling results are only required on monthly
or seasonal time scales, an RCM will require large-scale
forcing fields on daily or shorter time scales, which may not
be readily available for many GCM integrations. Maraun
et al. (2010) review the various methods by which precipitation downscaling may be performed, including the
statistical and numerical methods described here.
In this study, we calculate estimates of monthly precipitation for several regions by downscaling from large-scale
reanalysis fields. We have chosen to use an empirical–
statistical downscaling approach because of the minimal
computational requirements that allow us to efficiently
test a variety of model parameters and because the skill
achieved is often comparable to or better than that obtained with an RCM. We will demonstrate that, despite
the fact that reanalysis precipitation is available only
at relatively coarse resolution and may have significant
biases in the annual cycle and/or monthly anomalies, a
simple empirical downscaling technique can take advantage of information contained in dynamical reanalysis
fields to generate improved estimates of precipitation at
high resolution for selected regions. The remainder of the
paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the
datasets used for this study, outline a simple empirical
downscaling method, highlight several possible variations
on the technique, and discuss metrics for assessing the skill
of resulting precipitation estimates. Section 3 demonstrates the application of our approach to the southeastern
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United States. Section 4 presents selected results for three
additional locations: the upper Colorado River basin,
Jiangxi Province in southeastern China, and a portion of
central Europe. A summary of our findings and a discussion of possible extensions and applications of this work
are presented in section 5.

2. Data and methods
In this study, we attempt to estimate regional precipitation at a resolution higher than that provided by
reanalysis. For this work, we use the University of Delaware global gridded terrestrial precipitation product, version 2.01, which provides continuous monthly values for
the period 1900–2008. This dataset is derived exclusively
from historical station data and is interpolated to a 0.58 3
0.58 grid (Matsuura and Willmott 2010). Monthly-mean
meteorological fields from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction–National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCEP–NCAR) Reanalysis Project (NNRA1,
or ‘‘reanalysis’’; Kalnay et al. 1996), at the provided 2.58 3
2.58 resolution are used as the predictors. The analysis is
performed for all months over the 60-yr period 1949–
2008.
In brief, the method we use involves training an empirical downscaling model (EDM) by identifying a linear
statistical relationship between variability in the reanalysis
predictor fields and the observed local precipitation and
then hindcasting precipitation over a different time interval by applying the relationship identified during the
training phase to independent predictor fields, either
from the reanalysis itself or from a GCM. The method is
similar to that employed by Widmann et al. (2003) and
Vimont et al. (2010) and proceeds as follows. To train the
EDM, we first select one or more predictor fields that are
believed to be important in determining precipitation
over the region of interest. Typical predictors might be
a single meteorological field at a single pressure level,
such as 850-hPa zonal wind (U850), or a combination of
two or more fields, perhaps at different pressure levels,
such as specific humidity at 850 hPa and zonal wind at
both 300 and 850 hPa (Q850-U300-U850). A key to the
predictors tested in this study is given in Table 1. In either
case, the predictor fields are truncated to a limited spatial domain (see Table 2) determined through repeated
testing of the model over different spatial domains and
standardized at each location by removing the grand
mean (but not the seasonal cycle) and dividing by the
standard deviation. Next we identify important patterns
of variability (including the seasonal cycle) in the predictors using empirical orthogonal function (EOF)
analysis. EOF analysis decomposes the predictor field(s)
into a set of spatial patterns (EOFs) and corresponding
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TABLE 1. Abbreviations for NCEP–NCAR reanalysis predictor
fields used in this study.
Predictor

Description

SLP
Q700, Q850
T700, T850
U300, U700, U850
V300, V700, V850

Sea level pressure
Specific humidity at 700 and 850 hPa
Air temperature at 700 and 850 hPa
Zonal wind at 300, 700, and 850 hPa
Meridional wind at 300, 700, and
850 hPa
Geopotential height at 500, 700, and
850 hPa

Z500, Z700, Z850

expansion coefficients [principal components (PCs)] that
describe the time evolution of each EOF. Typically, 2–10
EOFs/PCs are retained, with the exact number determined by repeated tests of model skill and the statistical significance of each EOF. Observed precipitation is
regressed onto the PCs to produce a set of spatial maps of
regression coefficients corresponding to the predictor
modes. The ‘‘model’’ comprises the predictor patterns and
the associated regression maps. To produce a precipitation
hindcast/forecast, reanalysis predictor fields from an independent time period (or from a GCM) are scaled by the
standardization coefficients used when training the model
and are projected onto the EDM predictor patterns to
produce a set of time series that describe the time evolution of these patterns during the forecast interval. These
time series are then multiplied by the EDM precipitation
regression maps to produce an estimate of monthly precipitation at each location during the hindcast/forecast
period. An EDM will occasionally produce nonphysical
negative precipitation for some months; these values are
set to zero prior to assessing model skill.
The skill of each EDM is assessed using cross validation. First, one decade is selected and removed from
each dataset. The remaining 50 years are used to train
the EDM, which is then used to predict precipitation
during the decade that was withheld. The process is repeated for each of the remaining five decades. The
resulting 60 years of predicted precipitation are then
compared with observed precipitation over this period
to determine model skill. In this way, each segment of
the time series is validated against independent data
(i.e., data withheld when that segment’s EDM was
trained). We use five indices to assess skill: anomaly
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correlation and root-mean-square (RMS) error for an
index of precipitation averaged over the downscaling
region, area-averaged anomaly correlation, RMS skill
score (RMSSS; WMO 2002), and annual-cycle skill
score (ACSS). RMSSS and ACSS are defined and explained in the appendix. These metrics are also applied to
reanalysis precipitation and, for the two U.S. locations
used in this study, to precipitation from a suite of RCM
integrations (also forced by reanalysis fields but for 1980–
2001 only) provided by the North American Regional
Climate Change Assessment Program (NARCCAP;
Mearns et al. 2011) and described in Table 3.
The procedure outlined above is highly flexible,
allowing for a large number of possible variations on the
technique. Alternative methods for identifying relevant
patterns of variability of the predictor fields, such as
canonical correlation analysis, maximum covariance
analysis, and combined EOF analysis, can be easily substituted for EOF analysis. Limited testing suggests that
these methods require greater computational resources
and provide no demonstrable improvement in EDM skill
for the regions used in this study. Another possible variation is to apply different weightings (e.g., gridbox area,
local Coriolis parameter, or field-wide variance) to the
predictor and/or predictand fields; we find that standardized predictors and unweighted predictands, as described above, give the most skillful results in almost all
cases. Regridding the reanalysis predictor fields to a lower
(58 3 58) resolution to smooth out finescale features also
offers no improvement in skill over the regions. One
variation to the technique that does improve skill in some
circumstances is to train the EDM on the square root of
local precipitation rather than on just precipitation itself,
presumably because the regression becomes more linear
as a result of the skewness in monthly-mean precipitation
rate. Results produced using this variation on the technique are explicitly identified in the subsequent text.
The bulk of the downscaling and visualization for this
project is performed using the freely available NCAR
Command Language (see online at http://ncl.ucar.edu/).
For data preprocessing, we have relied primarily upon
the Climate Data Operators (see online at https://
code.zmaw.de/projects/cdo/wiki), developed at the
Max Plank Institute for Meteorology and also freely
available.

TABLE 2. Predictor domain and test (predictand) domain for each of the four downscaling regions.
Region

Predictor domain

Test domain

Southeastern United States
Upper Colorado River basin
Jiangxi Province
Central Europe

23.758–41.258N, 73.758–96.258W
31.258–43.758N, 103.758–116.258W
11.258–43.758N, 106.258–123.758E
31.258–61.258N, 11.258W–31.258E

31.58–36.58N, 83.08–92.08W
37.08–41.08N, 107.08–111.08W
25.08–30.08N, 114.08–118.08E
48.08–53.08N, 12.08–19.08E
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TABLE 3. RCMs from the NARCCAP database
(Mearns et al. 2011).
NARCCAP
identifier
CRCM

ECPC

ECP2

HRM3

MM5I

RCM3

WRFP

WRFG

Model name, modeling center (country)
Canadian Regional Climate Model,
Ouranos/Université du Québec à Montréal
(Canada)
Regional Spectral Model (original submission),
University of California, San Diego–Scripps
(United States)
Regional Spectral Model (updated submission),
University of California, San Diego–Scripps
(United States)
Hadley Centre Regional Model 3, Met Office
Hadley Centre for Climate Research (United
Kingdom)
Fifth-generation Pennsylvania State
University–NCAR Mesoscale Model,
Iowa State University (United States)
International Center for Theoretical Physics
Regional Climate Model 3, University of
California, Santa Cruz (United States)
Weather Research and Forecasting model
(Kain–Fritsch convection scheme), Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory (United States)
Weather Research and Forecasting model
(Grell convection scheme), Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory (United States)

3. Southeastern United States
Widmann et al. (2003) demonstrated that a downscaling strategy similar to that described above is skillful
when applied to the Pacific Northwest, a midlatitude
location with strong marine influence. Likewise, Vimont
et al. (2010) showed that this strategy could be successfully used in a tropical location (Indonesia) where precipitation is strongly influenced by ENSO variability.
Here, we demonstrate that this method can also be
successfully applied to a continental subtropical region:
the interior southeastern United States. This region is
chosen because, as compared with the rest of the United
States, reanalysis does a poor job of capturing precipitation here and because of recent struggles with drought
in the southern United States. Figure 1 shows the observed annual-mean precipitation over the region for
which downscaling is performed. The annual cycle of
precipitation over this region is relatively flat, ranging
from a low of 2.4 mm day21 in October to a high of 4.6
mm day21 in March, but reanalysis predicts too little
precipitation from late autumn through early spring and
far too much precipitation in the summer months. Removing the biased annual cycle improves the situation
somewhat, but the area-averaged anomaly correlation
for all months (r 5 0.51) is still lower over this domain
when compared with surrounding regions (not shown).
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Several previous studies have attempted to downscale
daily, monthly, and seasonal precipitation over this area
using regional numerical models. Using two separate
RCMs forced by reanalysis fields, Pan et al. (2001) found
significant biases in seasonal precipitation centered over
the lower Mississippi River basin. In another study, Zhu
and Liang (2007) were able to reduce the RMS error in
summertime precipitation over the southeastern United
States using two variants of a different RCM forced by
reanalysis fields, but at the cost of lowered correlation
with observed interannual variability. Liang et al. (2004)
found that their RCM removed the large summertime
precipitation bias seen in reanalysis over the southeastern
and Gulf Coast states, but the overall shape of the downscaled annual cycle still did not match observations very
closely. A pair of recent studies (Schoof et al. 2009; Lim
et al. 2010) found that, although numerically downscaled
precipitation achieved considerably higher skill than a
global model, the correlation with observations on seasonal time scales over Georgia and Alabama was still
relatively low and RMS error reduction was about the
same as that when they used a statistical downscaling
approach. Integrations of eight RCMs (forced by the
NCEP–U.S. Department of Energy reanalysis for the period of 1980–2001) performed as part of the NARCCAP
project (Table 3; Mearns et al. 2011) provide numerically downscaled precipitation over the entire continental United States, including the southeastern U.S.
study region.
Cross-validated downscaling tests are performed using a total of 60 different predictors, comprising the
fields listed in Table 1 and combinations of up to four of
these fields, each over a variety of predictor domains
encompassing the downscaling region. We find that a
predictor domain of 73.758–96.258E and 23.758–41.258N
gives the most skillful results for downscaling over this
region. Downscaling results from the six most skillful
predictors that include specific humidity (those EDMs
that maximize the sum of area-averaged anomaly correlation, RMSSS, and ACSS) are compared with observations, reanalysis precipitation, and precipitation
from the NARCCAP RCMs in Table 4 and Fig. 2. For
comparison, results for the same set of predictors, excluding the humidity term, are also shown. Figure 2a shows that
the annual cycle of EDM precipitation matches observations very closely, completely eliminating both the wet
summertime bias and the dry wintertime bias seen in the
reanalysis. For these predictors, the RMS error in the annual cycle is 0.29 mm day21 as compared with 2.54 mm
day21 for the reanalysis; Fig. 2b shows the relative error in
the monthly means for both reanalysis and EDM precipitation as a percentage of the observed monthly mean.
All 60 attempted predictors give an improved annual cycle
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FIG. 1. Predictor (outer box) and predictand (inner box) domains for the southeastern U.S.
downscaling region. Shading shows the observed (University of Delaware 0.58 gridded) annualmean precipitation rate (mm day21) for the period of 1949–2008.

relative to reanalysis, but the picture is more complicated for the monthly anomalies (Fig. 2c). The empirical
model is skillful at forecasting monthly anomalies for all
calendar months, explaining two-thirds of the variance

in the observed precipitation. Even for the most skillful
predictors, reanalysis holds a slight advantage from late
autumn through early spring, depending on whether
correlation or RMS error is used to assess skill; the best

TABLE 4. Five measures of precipitation hindcast skill for the southeastern United States, 1949–2008: anomaly correlation and RMS
error for an index of precipitation created by averaging over the entire downscaling test region, area-averaged anomaly correlation over
all grid boxes in the test region, RMS skill score, and annual-cycle skill score. Cross-validated results are shown for EDMs using 12
different predictor variable sets. Also shown are skill scores for precipitation from NCEP–NCAR reanalysis (first row) and for precipitation from eight NARCCAP RCMs (last eight rows, 1980–2001 only). See also Fig. 2.

Model

Index anomaly
correlation

Index RMSE

Area-avg anomaly
correlation

RMSSS

ACSS

NNRA1
Q850-U850-V850
U850-V850
Q850-T850-U850-V850
T850-U850-V850
Q850-V850
V850
Q850-V300-V850
V300-V850
Q850-T850-V850
T850-V850
Q850-T850-V300-V850
T850-V300-V850
CRCM
ECPC
ECP2
WRFG
WRFP
MM5I
HRM3
RCM3

0.61
0.77
0.76
0.77
0.76
0.75
0.74
0.75
0.76
0.75
0.74
0.75
0.75
0.67
0.62
0.61
0.50
0.49
0.38
0.37
0.33

2.77
0.88
0.88
0.87
0.88
0.90
0.92
0.89
0.88
0.90
0.91
0.89
0.91
1.24
1.36
1.33
1.68
1.58
1.79
1.69
2.04

0.51
0.58
0.59
0.58
0.59
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.58
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.51
0.45
0.44
0.29
0.30
0.24
0.24
0.20

20.680
0.177
0.178
0.176
0.178
0.166
0.167
0.166
0.176
0.167
0.165
0.166
0.162
20.008
20.172
20.166
20.366
20.275
20.376
20.355
20.523

0.302
0.931
0.929
0.929
0.929
0.931
0.930
0.931
0.928
0.931
0.932
0.928
0.929
0.762
0.792
0.780
0.691
0.730
0.672
0.767
0.632
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FIG. 2. Area-averaged downscaled monthly precipitation compared with observations [thick gray line in (a)] and reanalysis (black
dashed line) for the southeastern United States. Blue lines indicate EDMs that use specific humidity, and green lines indicate EDMs using
the same predictors but with specific humidity excluded; red lines show results from the eight NARCCAP RCMs. (a) Annual cycle of
monthly precipitation for the period of 1949–2008, (b) relative error in the monthly means, (c) correlation by month, and (d) RMS error in
the monthly anomalies. See also Table 4.

EDMs are markedly more skillful than reanalysis from
late spring through early autumn, however, as shown in
Figs. 2c,d. These results indicate considerably higher skill
for the empirical downscaling model when compared with
the numerically downscaled results obtained by Pan et al.
(2001), Liang et al. (2004), Zhu and Liang (2007), Schoof
et al. (2009), Lim et al. (2010), or the NARCCAP RCMs.

4. Results from other locations
To evaluate further the applicability of our approach
to downscaling monthly-mean precipitation, we create
EDMs for three additional regions: an arid continental
location with complex topography (the upper Colorado
River basin), a moist subtropical location strongly influenced by the East Asian monsoon (China’s Jiangxi
Province), and a midlatitude continental location (central Europe). For each location, EDMs are created using
multiple predictor domains and the same 60 reanalysis
predictors, following the procedure used for the southeastern United States. A brief summary of results for the

optimal predictor domain and most skillful predictor is
given in the following three sections.

a. Upper Colorado River basin
As a second example of our method, we downscale
monthly-mean precipitation over the upper Colorado
River basin, generally defined as the watershed area
upstream of Lake Mead. This semiarid region comprises
the Colorado Plateau and the western slopes of the southern Rocky Mountains in Utah, Colorado, and Wyoming;
for this study, we approximate it as 378–418N and 1078–
1118W. Repeated cross-validation tests identify an optimal predictor domain that extends from the Mexican
border to the northern edge of the downscaling domain
in central Wyoming and from California to the western
Great Plains, or 31.258–43.758N and 103.758–116.258W.
The predictor and predictand domains are shown in
Fig. 3. The 850-hPa surface intersects the elevated topography over much of this region, and EDMs using fields at
this level generally performed poorly. The most skillful
predictors all include 700-hPa specific humidity and at least
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FIG. 3. As in Fig. 1, but for the upper Colorado basin downscaling region.

two other fields at this level: Q700-T700-V700, Q700-T700U700, Q700-T700-U700-V700, Q700-T700-Z700, Q700T700-U300-U700, and Q700-T700-V300-V700. Downscaled
results are compared with observations, reanalysis, and
the NARCCAP RCMs in Table 5 and Fig. 4. As over the
southeastern United States, the amplitude of the annual
cycle is relatively weak. Reanalysis shows a strong annual
cycle, with an overly wet winter and spring, and too little
rain in the summer; the EDM results match the observed
annual cycle closely. Figures 4c and 4d show that the reanalysis is more highly correlated with the observed
monthly anomalies for most months but that the RMS
errors in these anomalies are smaller in the EDMs
throughout most of the calendar year.
To gauge the importance of humidity for downscaling
over this region, we have also plotted EDM results for
the above-listed predictor fields without Q700; the results are shown as green lines in Fig. 4. Humidity does
not appear to be particularly important for obtaining the
correct annual cycle; its exclusion introduces some additional error, but the results are still good (Figs. 4a,b).
The ability to capture the monthly anomalies is significantly degraded by the exclusion of specific humidity,
however: monthly anomaly correlation is significantly
reduced (Fig. 4c), and the RMS error for these anomalies is increased (Fig. 4d).

As with the southeastern United States, our EDMs
demonstrate higher skill than the NARCCAP RCMs for
monthly-mean precipitation over this region. The superior skill of the EDMs when compared with the RCMs
is evident for both the annual cycle (Fig. 4a) and the
monthly anomalies (Fig. 4c), and it holds for all skill
metrics (Table 5). Comparison of these results with other
downscaling efforts is somewhat problematic; these other
studies have often focused on hydrologic modeling for
particular subbasins and have reported few results related to the downscaling itself (Wilby et al. 1999, 2000;
Hay et al. 2002) or have been continent-scale downscaling efforts with little skill information provided for the
upper Colorado basin (Pan et al. 2001; Liang et al. 2004;
Zhu and Liang 2007).

b. Jiangxi Province, China
Jiangxi Province is an important rice-growing region
located in interior southeastern China. It has a humid
subtropical climate that is heavily influenced by the East
Asian monsoon. The most distinctive feature in the annual cycle is the mei-yu front, a band of intense precipitation that builds over the region during late May or
early June before advancing northward and dissipating, usually in early July. For this study, we downscale
monthly-mean precipitation over the region 1148–1188E
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TABLE 5. As in Table 4, but for the upper Colorado River basin. See also Fig. 4.

Model

Index anomaly
correlation

Index RMSE

Area-avg anomaly
correlation

RMSSS

ACSS

NNRA1
Q700-T700-V700
T700-V700
Q700-T700-V300-V700
T700-V300-V700
Q700-T700-U700-V700
T700-U700-V700
Q700-T700-U700
T700-U700
Q700-T700-Z700
T700-Z700
Q700-T700
T700
CRCM
ECP2
ECPC
WRFP
MM5I
WRFG
RCM3
HRM3

0.76
0.71
0.33
0.71
0.38
0.71
0.36
0.71
0.31
0.70
0.46
0.69
0.37
0.69
0.61
0.58
0.53
0.50
0.49
0.44
0.35

0.67
0.32
0.42
0.32
0.42
0.32
0.43
0.33
0.44
0.32
0.40
0.33
0.42
1.01
1.19
1.56
0.87
0.92
0.81
1.27
0.93

0.63
0.59
0.28
0.58
0.32
0.59
0.31
0.58
0.26
0.58
0.39
0.57
0.32
0.53
0.45
0.41
0.41
0.39
0.38
0.35
0.28

20.634
0.169
0.011
0.159
0.006
0.157
20.003
0.154
20.016
0.158
0.045
0.155
0.011
21.341
22.258
23.410
21.106
21.182
20.994
21.990
21.406

0.244
0.877
0.872
0.872
0.828
0.859
0.817
0.855
0.819
0.867
0.863
0.872
0.846
20.041
20.388
20.996
0.246
0.167
0.330
20.177
0.118

and 258–308N, which roughly approximates the borders
of Jiangxi Province. Cross-validation tests identify an
optimal predictor domain of 11.258–43.758N and 106.258–
123.758E, a region covering coastal eastern China and
extending from the central Philippines in the south to the
Mongolian border in the north. The predictor and predictand domains are shown in Fig. 5. The most skillful
predictors are all combinations of low-level specific humidity (700 or 850 hPa) and one or more other fields at
the same level; also, for this region, fitting to the square
root of observed precipitation provides a modest improvement in EDM skill. These results are shown in
Table 6 and Fig. 6. As with the previous examples,
empirical downscaling produces an annual cycle that
matches the observed annual cycle much more closely
than the reanalysis does. The most noticeable improvement is the elimination of a large wet bias in July, August,
and September precipitation amounts. The EDMs are
unable to resolve fully the sharp peak in June precipitation that is associated with the passage of the mei-yu
front, although this is somewhat expected given that variability in the mei-yu occurs primarily on submonthly time
scales. In terms of their ability to capture monthly anomalies, the EDMs compare favorably to reanalysis during
the spring and summer months, when rainfall amounts are
generally larger, but perform less well during the drier
autumn and winter months. As with the previous example,
we have plotted results from an additional set of EDMs
based on predictors identical to the ‘‘most skillful’’ set with
the humidity field removed. Again, on average, the EDMs

without the humidity component do not perform as well as
those with humidity included.
Previously published studies of precipitation downscaling over East Asia have tended to focus on either
daily or seasonal (but rarely monthly) time scales, with a
particular focus on summer monsoon rainfall, and generally cover an interval of not more than two decades.
Although there are several studies involving downscaling for all of China or coastal East Asia and there are
several small-scale (e.g., county level) studies focusing
on nearby locations, the authors are unaware of any
other downscaling studies that have focused on Jiangxi
Province in particular. Using an RCM and downscaling
over all of China for summer months of 1982–2000, Ding
et al. (2006) obtained seasonal (June–August) correlation skill over Jiangxi Province similar to that achieved
with our statistical approach, but with larger RMS errors. The approach of Paul et al. (2008) is similar to the
method described in this paper, but they created a separate
statistical model for each season, and therefore their approach did not attempt to reproduce the annual cycle. Using a similar approach, Zhu et al. (2008) obtained significant
improvements in correlation skill of summertime-mean
precipitation over much of East Asia when compared with
an ensemble of GCM hindcasts, but their downscaled
precipitation was still effectively uncorrelated with observations over most of Jiangxi. The correlation skill of
their models over Jiangxi Province appears to be similar
to that obtained in this study except during September–
November, when their model was essentially uncorrelated
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FIG. 4. As in Fig. 2, but for the upper Colorado River basin. See also Table 5.

with observations over much of Jiangxi. The numerical
downscaling work of Tang et al. (2010) successfully reproduced the seasonal march of the mei-yu rainband over
eastern China, but the downscaled precipitation values still
had large RMS errors. Kawase et al. (2008, 2009) used a
numerical downscaling approach to obtain improved representations of mei-yu precipitation, but this work was
limited to June, and the skill of interannual variability in
June precipitation was not assessed. It appears that the
study presented here is the first to use a single EDM to
downscale precipitation for all months over this region,
and at the same time it matches or exceeds the skill obtained in previous studies of more limited scope.

c. Central Europe
As our final example, we downscale monthly-mean
precipitation for a portion of central Europe, primarily
comprising the Czech Republic, eastern Germany, and
western Poland. The downscaling domain was bounded
by 128–198E and 488–538N. Precipitation over this region peaks during the summer, a feature that is greatly
exaggerated in the reanalysis. We identified a mostskillful-predictor domain of 11.258W–31.258E and 31.258–
61.258N. The predictor and predictand domains are

shown in Fig. 7. Limited testing shows that this predictor
domain also works well for downscaling over much of
western Europe. Cross-validated downscaling results for
the most skillful predictors (and variants of them with
specific humidity excluded) are compared with observations and reanalysis in Table 7 and Fig. 8. Downscaling eliminates the summer wet bias seen in the reanalysis
and does a better job than the reanalysis at capturing
monthly anomalies during spring, summer, and early autumn; the reanalysis better captures the monthly anomalies in late autumn and winter. As in the previous two
examples, EDMs using predictors that include specific
humidity generally produce better results, especially with
regard to monthly anomalies, although the most skillful
predictor (T850-U850-V850) does not.
There have been several efforts directed toward precipitation downscaling in this region. Downscaling over all
of Europe, Murphy (1999) found statistically and numerically downscaled precipitation to be, on average, equally
skillful at reproducing monthly precipitation anomalies.
Stehlı́k and Bárdossy (2002) used a stochastic approach
for generating daily precipitation at several locations.
Although they did not assess the skill of their model
in capturing interannual variability, the area-averaged
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One reason for choosing to downscale this region is to
examine a strong negative trend in April–September
reanalysis precipitation that is not seen in observations
over this period, as shown in Fig. 9a. Individual monthly
trends in observed, reanalysis, and downscaled precipitation are plotted in Fig. 9b. As with observations, the
downscaled results show no significant monthly trends,
regardless of whether the predictor contains specific humidity; for the reanalysis, negative trends are statistically
significant at the 99% level for the months of April–
September. The cause of the spurious trend in reanalysis
precipitation has not been identified, but it is worth noting that it occurs during the same portion of the annual
cycle in which reanalysis has a wet bias for this region.
Although our EDMs do not produce this spurious trend
(despite the fact that they are using reanalysis predictor
fields), it is unclear from these tests whether this method
can successfully reproduce authentic precipitation trends.
The ideal location to evaluate this possibility would have
either a strong trend or decadal-scale variability and
would have a dense station network underlying the
gridded precipitation product used to train the EDM; at
present, such a location has not been identified.
FIG. 5. As in Fig. 1, but for the Jiangxi Province downscaling
region.

correlation in the annual cycle is higher for our model
than for all but one of the stations to which they downscaled. Dobler and Ahrens (2008) found that a numerical
downscaling approach matched the skill of statistically
downscaled precipitation only after a statistical correction was applied to debias the RCM precipitation. Other
European downscaling studies either focus on locations
outside the region we have chosen or do not provide
sufficient information for evaluating skill on monthly
time scales relative to observations.

5. Discussion and conclusions
In this paper, we describe a simple statistical technique whereby observed precipitation is regressed onto
the leading modes of variability in large-scale reanalysis predictor fields to downscale high-resolution monthlymean precipitation on a regional basis. Over all four regions
where the technique was demonstrated—the southeastern United States, the upper Colorado River basin,
China’s Jiangxi Province, and central Europe—the annual cycle of precipitation is successfully reproduced,
with significant improvements in skill when compared with

TABLE 6. As in Table 4, but for Jiangxi Province and no NARCCAP results are shown. See also Fig. 6.

Model

Index anomaly
correlation

Index
RMSE

Area-avg anomaly
correlation

RMSSS

ACSS

NNRA1
Q850-U850-V850
U850-V850
Q850-V850
V850
Q850-T850-U850-V850
T850-U850-V850
Q850-T850-V850
T850-V850
Q700-U700-V700
U700-V700
Q850-U300-U850
U300-U850

0.60
0.67
0.65
0.65
0.64
0.64
0.61
0.63
0.63
0.63
0.57
0.56
0.54

2.37
1.38
1.57
1.45
1.64
1.46
1.57
1.47
1.58
1.49
1.83
1.53
1.69

0.53
0.55
0.53
0.52
0.51
0.53
0.51
0.50
0.51
0.52
0.46
0.48
0.46

20.274
0.112
0.052
0.078
0.017
0.086
0.051
0.076
0.038
0.077
20.039
0.072
0.015

0.618
0.883
0.834
0.869
0.811
0.867
0.848
0.874
0.829
0.883
0.806
0.896
0.840
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FIG. 6. As in Fig. 2, but for Jiangxi Province and there are no NARCCAP red lines present. See also Table 6.

reanalysis. For the southeastern United States and central
Europe, the downscaling technique eliminates the large
positive biases in summertime reanalysis precipitation. For
the upper Colorado basin, it also corrects a large positive

winter–spring bias and a smaller negative summer bias. For
Jiangxi Province, a positive bias in July–September precipitation is eliminated but the downscaling technique fails
to capture fully the sharp termination of mei-yu rains and

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 1, but for the central Europe downscaling region.
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TABLE 7. As in Table 4, but for central Europe and no NARCCAP results are shown. See also Fig. 8.

Model

Index anomaly
correlation

Index
RMSE

Area-avg anomaly
correlation

RMSSS

ACSS

NNRA1
Q850-T850-U850-V850
T850-U850-V850
Q850-U850-V850
U850-V850
Q850-T850-Z850
T850-Z850
Q850-T850-U850
T850-U850
Q850-Z850
Z850
Q850-U850
U850

0.63
0.67
0.67
0.66
0.61
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.65
0.65
0.64
0.65
0.60

1.22
0.49
0.50
0.50
0.54
0.49
0.49
0.49
0.51
0.50
0.52
0.50
0.55

0.53
0.51
0.51
0.50
0.47
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.49
0.49
0.50
0.46

20.766
0.124
0.123
0.119
0.083
0.123
0.123
0.122
0.111
0.120
0.102
0.121
0.071

0.397
0.918
0.911
0.916
0.889
0.928
0.921
0.925
0.903
0.930
0.902
0.928
0.884

underestimates the sharp peak of observed May–June precipitation. EDMs using specific humidity at 700 or 850 hPa
almost always produce a more accurate representation of
the annual cycle than otherwise-identical EDMs that exclude humidity, but the differences are generally slight.
The skill of the models at capturing interannual variability is somewhat less uniform. On average, the
correlation skill for monthly anomalies is comparable to

reanalysis, but the EDMs offer large reductions in RMS
error of the monthly anomalies for three of the four locations. The largest such improvements are seen for the
southeastern United States and central Europe, where
RMS errors for the summer months were reduced by about
one-half. Statistical downscaling also eliminates a large,
spurious trend seen in summertime reanalysis precipitation
over central Europe. Note that our downscaling method

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 2, but for central Europe and there are no NARCCAP red lines present. See also Table 7.
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FIG. 9. (a) Observed (solid) and reanalysis (dashed) April–September average precipitation
rate for central Europe (488–538N, 128–198E). (b) 60-yr trends in monthly precipitation rate for
the same region; black circles are the observed trend with 61 standard deviation indicated by the
gray triangles, the reanalysis trend is indicated by an open black square, and trends obtained from
EDM results are shown with black crosses.

entails creating a single empirical model for all months, in
contrast with many other downscaling efforts, which use
separate models for each month or season. The advantage
of our approach is that the annual cycle of precipitation
comes out of the model itself rather than being externally
imposed, with the same ‘‘physics’’ giving rise to both the
annual cycle and interannual variability. A potential disadvantage is that such a singular model may not predict
monthly anomalies as skillfully as do a set of models that are
constructed separately for each month or season. In particular, for locations with a strong annual cycle where EDM
regressions are dominated by the wet season (which would
maximize explained variance), dry-season skill might be
expected to suffer. EDMs containing a humidity term

almost always outperformed those without one for reproducing monthly anomalies—sometimes dramatically, as in
the case of the upper Colorado basin. Over both continental
U.S. locations, the selected EDMs show higher skill for both
the annual cycle and monthly anomalies than numerically
downscaled precipitation from the NARCCAP RCMs.
The relatively modest improvements in skill afforded
by statistical downscaling over Jiangxi Province may be
related, at least in part, to the importance of processes
operating on submonthly time scales. The EDM monthly
climatological mean (shown in Fig. 6a) fails to capture the
sharpness of the peak and subsequent precipitous decline
in rain rate associated with the passage of the mei-yu
front, which can be clearly seen in a climatological mean
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of daily precipitation (not shown). Smooth, monthly averaged reanalysis circulation fields are almost certainly
inadequate for representing such a spatially and temporally
sharp feature like the mei-yu. One possible path toward
improved skill for the mei-yu season may be to downscale
on either pentad or daily time scales and then to aggregate
the results to monthly means. Remnants of tropical storms,
which are an important but sporadic contributor to late
summer (post-mei-yu) precipitation, might also be more
effectively captured by downscaling for submonthly time
scales. The trade-offs are a significant increase in computational requirements and a shortened EDM training period, because high-quality daily precipitation data are not
available for the entire period covered by this study. Another approach, most appropriately used in conjunction
with daily or pentad downscaling, would be to incorporate
variables commonly used for diagnosing the position and
strength of the mei-yu, such as equivalent potential temperature (Zhou et al. 2004), as predictor fields.
One of the challenges associated with future projections of regional precipitation is the large range of
uncertainty seen in the results of model simulations
submitted to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change Fourth Assessment Report (AR4). A comprehensive numerical downscaling effort would require a
large number of RCM simulations using boundary conditions from many if not most of the available GCM simulations. Needless to say, the time and expense associated
with such efforts are considerable. In a separate paper
(R. E. Nicholas and D. S. Battisti 2011, unpublished manuscript), we explore potential twenty-first-century changes in
precipitation for each of the four regions, taking advantage of the computational efficiency afforded by the
downscaling method described in this paper and applying it to all available AR4 GCM simulations for the
twentieth-century and A2 scenarios. In so doing, we find
significant differences between GCM-simulated and
empirically downscaled precipitation changes and attempt to assess where the statistical approach may help
to correct identifiable biases in the GCM projections.
Acknowledgments. The authors thank Mike Wallace
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scores.’’ The first is the widely used RMS skill score
(WMO 2002), which is defined as follows:
91/2
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RMSSS 5 1 2
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>
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;
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Here, the indices i, j, and k denote (respectively) times,
latitude, and longitude in the forecast domain; fijk is the
forecast/hindcast precipitation for a given time, xijk is
the observed local precipitation at that time, x^ijk is the
observed local climatological-mean precipitation for
a given month, and uj is the latitude for each location. By
construction, this metric averages errors calculated on
a gridbox-by-gridbox basis. A ‘‘perfect’’ forecast results
in RMSSS 5 1. Anomaly correlation and RMSSS serve
as different ways of assessing the skill of EDMs’ ability
to capture deseasonalized variability.
None of the widely used metrics of forecast skill
appear to be particularly helpful for assessing skill in
the annual cycle. In lieu of such measures, we propose
to use an ‘‘annual-cycle skill score,’’ which is defined as
follows:
91/2
8
2 >
^
>
>
=
<i,j,k [cosuj (f ijk 2 x^ijk ) ]>

å

ACSS 5 1 2

>
>
:

å [cosuj (^x2ijk )]
i,j,k

>
>
;

.

The variables hold the same meaning as for RMSSS
with the following changes: the index i denotes a calendar
month and f^ijk is the forecast/hindcast climatologicalmean precipitation. ACSS is similar to RMSSS except
that it is weighted by the sum of the squares of the climatological mean for each month and location. Thus,
a given absolute error carries a smaller penalty when the
true climatological monthly mean at that location is large.
For both RMSSS and ACSS, the cosine term provides area
weighting for each grid box, although the domains used
in this study are sufficiently small that the inclusion of
this term has little effect on the result. As with RMSSS,
the maximum value for ACSS is 1 for a perfect hindcast;
ACSS may be negative and there is no lower bound.
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